Factorization of linear programming (LP) models enables a large portion of the LP tableau to be represented implicitly and generated from the remaining explicit part. Dynamic factorization admits algebraic elements which change in dimension during the course of solution. A unifying mathematical framework for dynamic row factorization is presented with three algorithms which derive from different LP model row structures: generalized upper bound rows, pure network rows, and generalized network rows. Each of these structures is a generalization of its predecessors, and each corresponding algorithm exhibits just enough additional richness to accommodate the structure at hand within the unified framework. Implementation and computational results are presented for a variety of real-world models. These results suggest that each of these algorithms is superior to the traditional, non-factorized approach, with the degree of improvement depending upon the size and quality of the row factorization identified.
Introduction
A recurring theme in the development of algorithms for linear programming has been the identification and exploitation of special problem structure. Ideas as apparently disparate as the bounded-variable simplex method, primal and dual decomposition methods, pure and generalized network primal simplex algorithms, primal partitioning and column generation schemes may be unified to a degree with this view.
The factorization approach introduced by Graves and McBride (1976) isolates special structure in LP tableaus. We are interested in using factorization to reinterpret existing algorithms, and to discover common principles and apply them to develop new algorithms.
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0025-5610 © 1994--The Mathematical Programming Society, Inc. All rights reserved SSD10025-5610 ( 93 ) E0044-F Although all algorithms developed this way will, in theory, solve any LP, the efficiency of any particular factorization approach will be influenced by the relative number of factored constraints and their influence on the algorithm: the size and quality of the special structure isolated determines the influence of any particular factorization applied to any particular LP.
Based on prior work by Brown and Graves (1975) , in which generalized upper bound rows were successfully incorporated in a large-scale optimization system, we are interested in pursuing dynamic row factorization, where the dimension of the factored structure may vary (or even fail to be present) as the solution progresses. In our setting, we require the row structure of the model instance to be specified prior to solution, and that this structure remain fixed during solution. An extension of this approach is to allow the row structure to vary as the model is solved: this is a conceptually simple extension of the approach.
Each algorithm is developed by factoring the constraints of the LP model into two classes:
those that have the special structure (factored) and those that do not (explicit). This constraint factorization induces a factored structure in the LP tableaus which is exploited computationally. We demonstrate the dynamic factorization approach for three special structure s:
-generalized upper bound rows; -pure network rows; and -generalized network rows.
We implement each of the factorization algorithms by integrating it within the X-System (Brown and Graves, 1975) .
While the terms "partitioning" and "factorization" are frequently used interchangeably in the literature, we observe a distinction between the two approaches. We consider partitioning methods to be based on special structure in the original problem instance, which need not induce special structure in the LP tableau --in fact, the method need not be tableau-based. In contrast,factorization methods are based on special structure which occurs in bases and thus in the basic tableau. Thus, we classify dual decomposition (Dantzig and Wolfe, 1960), primal decomposition (Benders, 1962) , and primal partitioning (Rosen, 1964) as examples of partitioning methods. Perhaps the earliest example of what we consider factorization is the treatment of simple upper bounds by Dantzig (1954) and (1963) and, independently, by Charnes and Lemke (1954) . They observe that it is more efficient to enforce the "logical" upper bound constraints with logical tests within the algorithm rather than treat them explicitly along with other"structural" constraints. While not originally presented in the context of a formal tableau factorization, the approach is easily viewed as such.
The mutual primal-dual method of Graves (1965) focuses attention on the special role of nonnegativity constraints in linear programming. A clear distinction is drawn between the computational convenience of treating nonnegativity constraints implicitly rather than
